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Drawn from the wealth of secular literature and philosophy in both Western and Eastern traditions,

using the same techniques of editing, redaction, and adaptation that produced the holy books of the

Judeo-Christian and Islamic religions, The Good Book consciously takes its design and presentation

from the Bible. In its beauty of language and its arrangement into short chapters and verses for

ease of reading and quotability, it offers the non-religious seeker all the wisdom, insight, solace,

inspiration, and perspective of secular humanist traditions that are older, far richer, and more

various than Christianity. Organized in twelve main sections-Genesis, Histories, Wisdom, The

Sages, Parables, Consolations, Lamentations, Proverbs, Songs, Epistles, Acts, and the Good-The

Good Book opens with meditations on the origin and progress of the world and human life in it, then

devotes attention to the question of how life should be lived, how we relate to one another, and how

vicissitudes are to be faced and joys appreciated. Inspired by the writing of Herodotus and

Lucretius, Confucius and Mencius, Seneca and Cicero, Montaigne, Bacon, and so many others,

The Good Book fulfills its audacious purpose in every way."I suppose some might be offended by

The Good Book but they needn't be. You don't have to be a nonbeliever to find solace and wisdom

in the distilled ideas presented here."-The Huffington Post
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I bought this book with no expectations. I had read an article about it, as an atheist I liked the idea

and wanted to support Grayling's work so I bought it. I really was pleasantly surprised.This book is

not a compilation of work. You will not open it up and find passages from various works called out



by author. It is truly written in the style of the Bible - Grayling has taken the collected wisdom of

hundreds of secular philosophers and melded it together in the flowery prose form typical of the

Bible. There is no reference list at the back to tell you where anything came from, he has taken the

ideas and the texts and melted them together.The Good Book begins with Genesis, where you can

see the ideas of Darwin laid out in an inspirational way. Reading through this I was really pleasantly

surprised at how much I liked it. I'm used to this language being peppered with things I don't believe

in, and listening to it at weddings or funerals generally gives me a lump in my stomach. Here was

the same kind of lofty language, but saying the things I believed! I didn't realize how much I would

enjoy hearing Darwin's theory of evolution told as a beautiful story of how we began and the cycle of

life.As you make your way though the book, you can clearly see where he has incorporated Plato's

dialogs, but without specific references. Characters are mentioned in the same way as the Bible,

introduced without preamble, just snippets of conversation or story which attempt to showcase an

idea. There are passages on grief and death as well.If you are looking to learn the works of these

philosophers in an intellectual way, this is not the book for you. This book is meant to absorb the

ideas they upheld in a more spiritual feeling way.
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